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Interaction of defects with the elastic field 

E. KOSSEC.KA (WARSZA WA) 

THE AcriON functional, describing the interaction of defects with the external elastic field 
in the continuous medium. and its variations are considered. The force acting on a linear defect, 
dislocation and disclination. is proportional to the discontinuity vector of the displacement 
field representio.g a defect. The wedge disclination line can be fixed by the ememal stress field. 
in the position of its rotation axis. 

Rozpatruje si~ funkcjonal opisuj~y oddzialywanie defektu z polem spr~stym w osrodku 
ci~lym i jego wariacje. Sila dzialaj~ca na defekt liniowy - dyslokacj~ lub dysklinacj~- jest 
proporcjonalna do wektora nieci~glo8ci pola przemieszczen opisuj~cego defekt. Dysklinacja 
klinowa moi:e bye unierucbomiona przez pole napr~en zewn~trznych w poloi:eniu swej · osi 
obrotu. 

PaccMaTpHBaeTcJI 4>~oHaJI onHc&IBaiOuulli B3aHMO,ll;eHCTBHe ,ll;e4>eKTa c ynpyrWt noJieM 
a cnJionmoH: cpe,ll;e Hero aapHaiUfH. CHJia ,ll;eHCTBYJO~a.H aa JIHHeiiHhiH ,ll;e<l>eKT- ,ll;HCJIOKa
llHI<> HJIH ,ll;HCI<.JIHHainllO- nponopu;HOHaJihHa aeKTOpy pa3p&IBa noJIJI nepeMe~emtii onHCbi
aaro~ero ,ll;e4leKT. KJnmOBH,ll;HWI ,ll;HCI<JIIIIIaqWI MO>I<eT 6&ITL OCTaHOBJieHa fiOJieM BHenmHX 
aanpamemm a noJio>«eHHH caoeii ocH ap~eiDUI. 

1. Introduction 

WE SHALL consider the action functional W1 describing the interaction of defects with the 
external field of stresses and velocities i.n the infinite linearly-elastic medium. We calculate 
the variation of this functional with respect to the variation of position of a discrete defect. 
For the so-called linear defects, dislocations and disclinations, such a variation is an inte
gral over the defect's line. The variational derivative of W1 then means a force density 
acting on a unit length of a defect's line in the external field. The forces acting on a defect 
tend in general to move it in a definite direction, depending on the defect's parameters 
and the elastic field applied. It leads to the ejection of a defect to the medium surface. 
Some components of a stress field may have no effect on a defect. We can also deal with the 
case when a defect- disclination- is fixed in its primary position by the stress field; we 
discuss this problem in detail in Sect. 6. 

2. Surface defects 

In the frames of mechanics of continuous media, defects are considered as the forced 
deformations of a perfect medium. A discrete .defect is defined as the discontinuity U 
of the displacement field u forced in the continuous mediui.ll over a certain surfaces_, called 
the defect's surface (see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]). The displacement field with a discontinuity dQes 
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not represent the state of the medium with a defect in a unique way. For the so-called linear 
defects, dislocations and disclinations, the elastic strain and velocity field depend only 
on the defect's line L which is the boundary of the surface S. The surface S resting on L 
may be chosen in an arbitrary way. 

The state of the medium with a defect is repres.ented by the so-called elastic strain e 
and velocity v for linear defects which are continuous outside the defect's line. The deriv
atives of the discontinuous displacement field u differ from these quantities in the singular 
expressions of the type of a delta function concentrated over the surface S. They are called 
plastic strain e and plastic velocity v (see e.g. [2, 3, 4]). The . notions of the elastic and 
plastic distortion ~ and ~corresponding to the gradient of the u field are also in use although 
~ is not alway.s the state variable: 

(2.1) 
{J"' = "'·" -p,", 
e," = P<t">, 
v, = u,-v,. 

For a discrete surface defect, the fields ~ and v are of the form 

(2.2) 

/.J,"(x) = J ds" U, ~3(x- ~), 
s 

.V,(x) = - J dsbCb U, ~3(x -~), ~e S, 
s 

where ~ is the radius vector of the surface s, e the surface velocity. 
To simplify the calculations we shall assume in what fo1Iows that U and ,, and also 

the other functions given on the surface S, can be extended outside the surface and repres
ented as the smooth functions of the vector ~. Dislocations and disclinations are to be 
described in the following way. The constant discontinuity vector corresponding to a dislo
cation is 

(2.3) U = -b, b = const, 

b is to be called the Burgers vector. To a disclination corresponds the discontinuity vector 
representing the forced rotation n around the axis, to which belongs the vector~: 

(2.4) U, = -e,~11(C11 -~~), ~ e S. 

3. The action functional 

Let us consider the action functional W1 representing the interaction of the elastic fields 
e and .v, due to a defect, and the elastic fields e* and v*, due to other sources, which win 
be called "external" fields. We ·neglect here the parts of the functional describing the 
so-called self-interactions. er* will denote the external stress, f! the density of the medium 

(3.1) 

We consider the infinite medium, so the integrations in the formula .(3.1) are taken over 
all space and time. 
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Having once introduced the fields e and v, we shall then consider the action functional 
wl constructed of them. Its particular -terms then have a good physical interpretation 
of the kinetic and potential energy. But we might consider the action functional construc
ted of the derivatives 4>f the field u as well. 

We shall calculate the variation of this functional with respect to the variation of the 
defect's field. The variations of the fields e and v can be represented, according to Eq. 
(2.1), as 

~elk = ~P<tk> , 

(3.2) ~Ptt = ~u,,k-~plk' 
~v, = ~u,-~v,. 

The discontinuity condition for the field u does not restrict the variations ~ui. The variations 
of the fields ~ and v are dependent on the variations ~~ of the position vector ~. Calcula
ting the variation ~ wl' we thus obtain 

(3.3) ~Wr = f dt f dJx{[evr~u,-o'rk~u,,kJ-[evr~v,-o'rk~e,k]}, 
and, after performing integration by parts, 

(3.4) dW, = J dt J d>x {- [ e ~: -at,,, ]~u, -((/f!f <IV, -at. dt,J}. 

The· "external" fields a* and v* satisfy the homogeneous equations of motion (also in the 
case when a* and v* are due to other defects, see (2, 3, 4]): 

(3.5) 

The variation ~ W1 thus depends on the variations ~v and ~e which are to be calculated 
assuming the arbitrary variations ~~: 

(3.6) 

4. Variations of the plastic fields 

We shall now calculate the variations of the plastic fields. It will be convenient to cal
culate first the variation of the plastic distorsion ~. From the formula (2.2), 

(4.1) ~Ptk = J ~dskUt~J(x-~)+ J dsk ~~~ ~C,d3(x-~) 
~ S ~r 

+ [ ttr, u. [ a~, "•<"- ~ll "~" 
The variations of the surface element (given as the function of the vector ~) is equal 
(see [2]): 

(4.2) 
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Hence: 

By Stokes' theorem we replace the first surface integral in the formula (4.3) by the line 

integral over the boundary L of the surface S. The expression.tls.x :~-is to be replaced 

then by the line element d~: 

(4.4) 

Hence: 

(4.5) llpik = Ekra f dCa u, tJ3(x -~) tJC, + f ds, u,,k tJ3(x -~) tJC,-V k f ds, u, tJ3(x -~) bC, 
L S S 

We introduce the notation 

(4.6) -J ds, U, fl3 (x -~) tJC, = fl1p 1• 

s 

The field~ is equal to zero if we make the restriction that the variations b~ are tangent 
to the surfaceS, or if only the boundary of S undergoes variations. So we rewrite Eq. (4.5) 
in the form 

b/J,k = Ekraf dCa·Utb3(x-~)tJC,+ J ds,U,,ktJ3(x-~)bC,+fl'tpt,k, 
(4.7) 

L S 

be,k = E<kraf dCaUt)tJJ(x-~)tJC,+ J ds,U<t.k)tJ3(x-~)tJC,+t5"P<t.k>' 
L S 

Ui,k denotes here oUdoCk· 
In the same way we calculate the variation of the field v: 

( 4.8) llv, = - J lldsb Cb u, b3(x- ~)-J dsbtJCb U, c53(x- ~) 
s s 

Taking into account the formula for the time derivative of the surface element 

(4.9) d . atb atb 
dt- dsk = dsk = dsk acb -dsb ack ' 
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we transform Eq. (4.8) as follows: 

(4.10) ~vi=- f[dsb a~ -dsr a~ ]tbut~3(x-~)~Cr 
S . r b 

The first term of the above formula can be converted to a line integral, the next five collect
ed together constitute the total derivative with respect to the time of the above defined 

expression ~"Pt; for this purpose the term with ~~; = U; was added and subtracted. Con

sequently, 

(4.11) ~v, = -Ekraf dCaCkUt~3(x-~)..~Cr+~1jJ,+ J dsrUt~J(x-~)~Cr· 
L S 

5. Force acting on a defect 

When the field equation (3.5) is satisfied, the terms containing ~"Pi. k and mp; do not 
contribute to the variation (3.6). In the case when the following conditions are satisfied, 

(5.1) U<t.k> = 0, 

if, = 0, 

the expression (3.6) is reduced to a line integral: 

(5.2) ~W1 = J dt f dCaEkra U,[evfCk+ O':ic] ~Cr · 
L 

The conditions (5.1) are satisfied naturally for a dislocation having the constant disconti
nuity vector U = - b = const. For a disclination (see (2.4)), 

(5.3) Ut , k = EtkPQI, 

U<t,k> = 0, 

if, = 0 for ~ = 0 . 

We thus conclude that a disclination interacts with the external field as a linear defect, 
ir it constitutes a defect described by the formula (2.4), with the rotation axis fixed in time, 

~ = 0. It can be proved also that the deformation field due to the mobile disclination 
is really a field of a linear defect if the position of the rotation axis is represented by the 
constant vector ~ (see [6, 7]). 
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Introducing the vector 't' tangent to the line L, 

(5.4) 

we rewrite the formula (5.2) in the form 

(5.5) ~w. = J dt f dle,atTaU,[ev1Ct+o1tl~C,. 
L 

The expression 

(5.6) 

means the force density per unit length of a defect line due to the external stress field er* 
and exteroal velocity field v*. For the static case 

(5.7) 

For a dislocation, Eq. (5.7) is the well-known Peach-Koehler formula. For a disclination 
itwas discussed for example in [8]. The vector U; = - E;pqQp(C9 - C9), ~EL, can be called 
the intensity vector of a disclination line at the point ~. 

6. Force acting on the wedge disclination 

When we have to do with dislocations, from Eq. (5.7) with U1 = -b1 it follows that, 
screw· dislocations (TIIb)interact only with the shear stress, whether the edge dislocations 
('t' .l b) interact both with the shear stress and normal stresses. Nevertheless, if only a given 
component of the stress does have effect on a dislocation, it tries to move it. This' leads 
to the emerging of a dislocation on the medium surface if it is not stopped by internal 
obstacles. 

The situation is different when we consider wedge disclination. Wedge disclination is 
easy to visualize: it is of the form of an infinite wedge inserted or removed from the material. 
Its angle of opening in a real crystal depends on the symmetry of the crystal structure but 
in the continuous medium it is arbitrary. The · disclination line is parallel to its rotation 
axis; it may, at the same time, coincide with the rotation axis or not. In the first case we 
deal with the "pure wedge", in the second with the wedge plus the edge dislocation. From 
Eq. (5. 7) we obtain the formula for the force on the unit length of the disclination 
line L: 

(6.1) 

We note that the force is equal to zero for the disclination line coinciding with the rotation 
axis: 

(6.2) 

It remains only to examine whether in the given stress field such a position is a position 
of stable or unstable equilibrium. 
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Let us consider the wedge disclination line with the rotation vector n parallel to the 
z axis and the rotation axis coinciding with the z axis: . 

n = ro, o, DJ, 

(6.3) e = ro, o, o], 
't = [0, 0, 1]. 

If the disclination line itself coincides with the z axis at the moment, the external stress 
a* has no effect on the disclination. We now examine the forces which will act when the 
line moves from the point (0, 0) to the point (C1 , C2) in the plane (x, y). From Eq. (6.1) 
it follows that in this case only the stresses acting in the plane (x, y) can give contribution 
to the force f. Taking into account the axial symmetry of such a defect as the wedge disclin
ation line coinci,ding . with its axis, we may continue our considerations in the coordinate 
system where the two-dimensional tensor er* takes a diagonal form. We then obtain: 

l1 = .!JCt at2, 
(6.4) 

l2 = DC2 <1ft· 
Let us assume that the disclination considered is negative, .Q < 0. To such a disclination 
corresponds the "inserted wedge". If we go back to the displacement description and the 
formula (2.4) for the discontinuity U, we realize that for a disclination described by Eqs. 
(6.3) with the surface S being the semi-plane y = 0, x ~ 0: U = [0, -.!Jx, 0]. Conse
quently, the negative .Q corresponds to the forced positive discontinuity of the displacement 
U, that is to the "inClusion wedge". On the contrary, the "positive" disclination with 
Q > 0 corresponds to the '"removed wedge" of the material. Let one of the stresses, e.g. 
aT 1 , be differe~t from z~ro. For a negative disclination with .Q < 0 and for o'T1 > 0, what 
means extension, we have: 

(6.5) 
12 > 0 for c2 < 0, 

12 < 0 for c2 > 0. 

The forces try to shift the disclination to the origin. On the other hand for af1 < 0, what 
means compression, the forces have opposite directions: 

l2 > 0 for C 2 > 0 

12 < 0 for c2 < 0. 
(6.6) 

A disclination which was displaced from its zero position is acted by the force which has 
the direction of the displacement and is proportional to it. Both cases are visualized in 
Fig. la, b. The disclinations with .Q < 0 are denoted there by white triangles and disclin-

a b 

- ~ t - ~ t ~ -- - - -- <( < - ~ <( ~ -- t . ~ - ----- l t -- - - -
FIG. 1. 
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ations with !J > 0 by black triangles. So the "inclusion wedge" is in the field ofcompres
sive stress in the unstable equilibrium position; the medium tends to get rid of it. 

For a positive disclination with !J > 0, what denotes the '1ack of the wedge", we have 
the reversed situation. In the compressive stress field it is in the position of stable equilib
rium, whereas in the tensile stress field it is in the position of the unstable equilibrium. 
If it moves by a small distance from the equilibrium position in a direction perpendicular 
to the direction of extension, the internal forces will try to push it out of the medium. 
On the other hand the forces exerted by the field of compression will push the disclination, 
which has moved out of the origin, again to thfs point. . 

However, one should notice that the motion of a "pure wedge disclination" line with 
. respect to its rotation axis is nonconservative, that is it requires the influx of point defects 
(variancies or inclusions) to the disclination line. The condition that the volume gap opened 
up from the movement of the disclination be zero is of the form (see[8, 4]) 

(6.7) 

what means that the defect line does not move i~ the plane perpendicular to the vector U, 
as this would be in the case examined above. For the wedge disclination line the condition 
(6.7) takes the form 

(6.8) 

what means that a disclimition line can only rotate around its rotation axis. However, 
tlae condition (6.7) does not restrict infinitesimal motions of disclination coinciding with 
its rotation axis, as in the case ~- ~ =· 0. 

It follows, therefore, that pure wedge disclination, the motion of which with respect 
to the rotation axis is restricted, can be additionally fixed in its. equilibrium position by the 
internal forces due to the externally applied stress field, considering the reduced possibil
ities of the material influx or outflux in the environment of a defect. 

7. Conclusions 

For a linear defect, the variation of the action functional describing its interaction 
with an external stress field is reduced to the integral over the defect's line. The mobile 
disclination interacts with an external stress field as a linear defect if its rotation axis is 
fixed in time. 

The force acting on the 1inear defect, in external stress field, is proportional to its 
intensity vector. 

If the rectilinear wedge disclination coincides with its rotation axis, it does not interact 
with the external stress field. However, if it is a negative disclination, in the compressive 
stress field it is in the position of unstable equilibrium, whereas in the tensile stress field 
it is in the position of stable equilibrium. For a positive wedge disclination the situation 
is reversed. In the compressive stress field it is in the position of stable equilibri~m, whereas 
in the tensile stress field it is in the position of unstable equilibrium. 
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